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By John W. Scanlan, J.D.

The parents of a child who was injured in a fall from a child seat could not maintain strict liability and negligence
claims against the seat maker and the retailer who sold it to them, the U.S. District Court for the District of
Utah ruled in granting summary judgment to the manufacturer and the retailer. The seat was not unreasonably
dangerous and was accompanied by adequate warnings, and the retailer was only a passive retailer of the seat
(Groesbeck v. Bumbo International Trust, September 9, 2015, Benson, D.).

Background. The Bumbo Seat, which helps babies sit upright, is manufactured by Bumbo International. It was
classified as a “toy” by an international testing agency because it failed as a “reclined cradle or bouncer-seat”
due to its lack of a restraint system. It entered the U.S. market in 2003 and began to be sold in Wal-Mart stores
in 2007. Also in 2007, Bumbo recalled its seats in response to reports that children had been hurt in falls when
their parents used the product on raised surfaces. Bumbo removed a photo that was on the box, added a second
printed warning on the seat stating that it should never be used on raised surfaces, and revised the instruction
manual to provide additional emphasis for this warning. Wal-Mart returned its entire inventory during the recall,
and they were replaced by seats with the revised packing and warnings.

In 2010, Linsey Groesbeck bought a Bumbo Seat from a Wal-Mart store in Utah. The box contained two
warnings instructing consumers never to use the Seat on a raised surface. Bumbo asserts that the box contained
a leaflet with similar warnings inside the box, although Groesbeck did not recall such a leaflet. There were also
two warnings on the Seat, on the back and the front right. As of two years later, one of the warnings on the Seat
had faded. The Groesbecks used the Seat without incident for two children until June 2012, when Nicholas
Groesbeck, Linsey’s husband, placed their daughter into the Seat while it was sitting on the kitchen bar. As he
turned away, she fell onto the floor, sustaining a skull fracture and a subdural hematoma. The parties dispute
whether she will experience long-term problems from the injury.

The Groesbecks brought strict liability and negligence claims against Bumbo and Wal-Mart, asserting the Seat
was unreasonably dangerous because it lacked a seat belt and because the companies allegedly had failed to
warn them of that danger. Bumbo and Wal-Mart each moved for summary judgment.

Passive retailer doctrine. Wal-Mart was not subject to the consumers’ strict liability claims under Utah’s Product
Liability Act because it was a passive retailer of the Seat. Although the consumers conceded that Wal-Mart did
not participate in the Seat’s design, manufacture, testing, or assembly, they argued that that it was not a passive
retailer because it had actual knowledge that children were falling out of the Seat. Even if actual knowledge
invalidates the passive retailer rule, the consumers did not demonstrate that Wal-Mart knew about the alleged
defect at the time they bought the seat at issue. After Wal-Mart was notified in 2007 that children had been
injured by falling from Bumbo Seats, it complied with the recall, and there was no evidence that Wal-Mart later
knew that the recall allegedly was insufficient to solve the problem.

Design defect. Bumbo was not liable for a strict liability design defect claim because the consumer did not prove
the Seat was unreasonably dangerous. Their expert offered the opinion that a seatbelt would make tip-over or
escape by a baby less likely, and the consumers argued that Bumbo’s original marketing scheme led ordinary
consumers to believe that the Seat could be used safely in the manner that they had used it, and that they had
seen images showing it used on raised surfaces and had observed one of their friends using it on a countertop.
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However, this evidence was insufficient to show that the Bumbo Seat was dangerous beyond the contemplation
of an ordinary and prudent consumer. The lack of a seatbelt or other restraint is one of the first things observed
when looking at a Bumbo, the court pointed out, and common sense would say that there is always a chance
of a child getting out of a seat without a restraint. Consumers that did not realize this on their own would have
read the warnings on and in the packaging. A survey showed that the vast majority of Bumbo Seat customers
had either seen a warning that children could get out of the seat or had figured it out. The court noted that only
91 falls from elevated surfaces had been reported since 2003, out of about 3.85 million Bumbo Seats sold in the
United States during that time. No reasonable jury could find that the Seat was unreasonably dangerous. Most of
the marketing tactics cited by the consumers to support their argument that Bumbo had fostered the belief that
an unattended child would be safe in a Bumbo Seat on an elevated surface had been discontinued well before
the consumers bought their Seat. The argument by their expert that Bumbo had failed to meet industry standards
was not supported because the expert had relied upon standards related to machinery, machine design, and
machine tools, and the Bumbo Seat was none of these.

Failure to warn/continuing duty to warn. The warnings provided by Bumbo were adequate. Their quantity and
their clarity clearly showed that they reasonably were expected to attract the attention of consumers and were of
an intensity justified by the risk. Although one of the warnings on the consumer’s Seat had faded, the issue was
whether the warnings were adequate at the time the Seat entered the stream of commerce. Further, there were
at least two similar warnings included in the packaging, and the fact that the consumers discarded the packaging
shortly after their purchase did not make the warnings moot. The court also found that the risks of an injury such
as this one were intuitively clear because the warnings stated that a child can get out of the Seat and that the
Seat should never be used on a raised surface.

In addition, Wal-Mart had no continuing duty to warn of dangers associated with the Bumbo Seat. Deposition
testimony that Wal-Mart could identify Bumbo Seat purchasers who bought their Seats online was irrelevant
because the consumers bought their Seat in a physical store, and the consumers provided nothing more than
conclusory allegations that Wal-Mart could identify in-store purchasers or explain how Wal-Mart could warn
those purchasers.

Negligence. Finally, Bumbo was not negligent in designing and testing the Seat and in failing to make a safer
seat, and neither defendant was negligent in failing to warn consumers of the dangers of the Seat. The court
found that the Bumbo Seat was not unreasonably dangerous and that the warnings accompanying it were
adequate, and there was no duty under Utah law to “make a safe product safer.” Similarly, the consumers’ gross
negligence claims failed, as there was no evidence that either defendant was careless or reckless in any sense.

The case is No. 1:13-cv-00090-DB.

Attorneys: Christina Wade Perrone (Rose Walker LLP) for Linsey Groesbeck. Maralyn M. English (Snow
Christensen & Martineau) and Tarush R. Anand (Brown Sims) for Wal-Mart Stores, Bumbo International Trust
and Bumbo Pty.
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